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ABSTRACT 

The H-moJe transition can • lead to a rapid increase in tokamak plasma 

confinement. A semifimpirical transport model was derived from global OH and 

L-mode confinement scalings and then applied to simulation of H-mode 

discharges. The radial diffusivities in the model also depend on local 

density and pressure gradients and satisfy an appropriate dimensional 

constraint. Examples are shown of the application of this and similar models 

to the detailed simulation of two discharges which exhibit an H-mode 

transition. The models reproduce essential features cf plasma confinement in 

the ohmic heating, low and high confinement phases of these discharges. In 

particular, the evolution of plasma energy content through the H-mode 
•r 

t r a n s i t i o n can be reproduced wi thout any sudden o r ad hoc m o d i f i c a t i o n of t h e 

plasma t r a n s p o r t f o r m u l a t i o n . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The H-mode transition is a rapid change in the peripheral plasma in a 

tokamak. This rearrangement is often associated with a significant increase 

in global electron energy and particle confinement. The changes in plasma 

profiles which accompany the H-mode transition provide one of the severest 

tests of any quantitative description of plasma transport which can be cast in 

the form of a transport simulation. In this regard, the present paper has two 

purposes• First, we present examples of how theoretical hypotheses about 

driving forces for turbulence and dimensional constraints can be incorporated 

into otherwise empirical transport models. We also illustrate the use of an 

improved scrape-off plasma model. Second, we present two rather complete data 

sets from divertor tokamaks in a form which should be useful for calibrating 

future transport simulation models. Since complete data sels for single 

discharge sequences are only rarely reported in a form useful for supporting 

comprehensive modeling exercises, the present paper should provide a useful 

reference for transport modelers. To these ends, we concentrate on the 

rationale behind the construction of a semiempirical transport model, and we 

use the results as i framework for presenting the two data sets in detail. 

Since our baseline semiempirical model is not the only model which reproduces 

these data sets, w^ also present other models which fit the data. The 

modeling results support only very limited and tentative conclusions about the 

nature of the transport processes in H-mode plasmas. Nevertheless, we believe 

that working through the motivation and application of the two example 

semierapirical calculations presented here may provide seme insight into 

possible plasma transport processes in H-mode discharges. 

We now review some major features of the H-mode transition and how our 

simulations were designed around these features. Observations of the H-mode 
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plasmas [1-9] can show changes in two distinct regions of the poloidal cross 

sections of diverted tokamak? shown in Figs. 1 and 2. First, the core plasma 

can develop broad density and temperature profiles. Large increases in 

density and temperature have also been observed at the transition on the 

midplane, on the outer uninterrupted magnetic flux surfaces (inside the inner 

solid curve on Fig. 1). There is therefore empirical motivation for modeling 

possible effects of changing profile shapes on plasma transport. Below we 

outline the theoretical motivation for such models, and we illustrate how 

broadening of density and pressure profiles may contribute to good energy 

confinement in the H-mode. at least in PDX. 

The formation of the H-mode can also be accompanied by substantial 

changes in plasma parameters in and near the divertor chamber. In particular, 

a noticeable drop in the H emission near the divertor plate is often taken as 

an operational definition of the H-mode. A reduction of the electron 

temperature is sometimes also clearly seen to develop in the divertor at the 

separatrix during the H-mode [5,6). This drop in T e suggests the development 

of a cooler high-recycling divertor (sometimes associated with high 

confinement [3,9)). Since previous models of the scrape-off plasma in our 

simulation code were not designed for modeling of a high-recycling divertor, 

we included a new "two-chamber" model [7] of flows along magnetic field lines, 

as described in Sec. 3 and the Appendix. 

We now describe the semiempirical transport and boundary plasma model in 

detail, show to what extent it can describe core-plasma energy confinement, 

illustrate how the mod .1 thermal diffusivities vary during the evolution of a 

discharge, and discuss which properties of the model are pertinent to 

obtaining an H-mode transition. The overall physics of the core plasma and 

divertor models are described in the next two sections. The specific 
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parameters of the model are then described, followed by the results for PDX 

and ASDEX with discussion and conclusions. Numerical details are discussed in 

the Appendix. 

2. RADIAL PLASMA TRANSPORT 

To understand transport phenomena in toTcamaks, it is probably essential 

to consider the dependence of transport coefficients on profiles of plasma 

parameters. This is clear from the theories of drift [10] and rippling modes 

[11] which depend at least on density and temperature gradients, and from the 

theory of resistive ballooning modes [12] where pressure gradients and 

magnetic shear play an important role. These so-called profile effects have 

been omitted in most previous simulations and data analysis, as their 

inclusion requires overcoming various conceptual and numerical difficulties. 

To illustrate how we incorporate profile factors into thermal and 

particle diffusivities and pinch flows, we present a baseline example 

calculated with circular flux surfaces. First, we write the plasma transport 

equations, then the general form used for transport coefficients, and finally, 

the specific transport coefficients used in the present application. The 

plasma transport equations are [13-16] 

oT 
| - [ | n . i . ] = 1 ^ (rn. X . -*J- - rQ? o n v) + W. - as/L„ ; 1 - i,e (1) 
dt *-2 j j ' r dr v j A j or * j ' j * j ' n J ' 

3n „ 
- 5 T = i - ( r r ) + s - n /*,, > * " H,D,0,Fe (2) 

o t r or "• a J a a II 

*™o) " i r afff af ^ - 2 - "£ ^ e a J - <3> 
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where T e, Tj, ne, and ri; = E n a are the thermal electron and ion temperatures 
a 

and densities, WJ , s a, and Jvjeam a r e s o u r c : e s related to ohmic heating, neutral 
beam injection, coulomb ion-electron energy exchange, radiation, charge 

exchange, and ionization. 6g is the poloidal magnetic field, and n is the 

neoclassical parallel resistivity [15], and r la the (poloidally averaged) 

minor radius. "Hie scrape-off losses, ft/Ln and n a/T, are defined below. 
Following a common type of convention, we set the convective heat losses 

gconv _ 2 > 5 p _ w h e r e p i = E r a and T e is determined by quasineutrality 
a 

[16,17]. itie remaining anomalous transport is incorporated into flexible 

expressions for the electron thermal diffusivity 

*e = ^ \ n k 

n k 

and the particle flux for each species 

r 
a 

= a dr n v , a a 

D a = 2D* n a,n , n k 

V 

a 
= Neoclassical v + a 

(<U 

(5) 

fnk + £ v n X, . t6) 
n a , n k k 

Here the X-^ are suitable dimensionless scaling parameters described below, and 

the associated scali.ig exponents are primarily determined from global 

empirical confinement data and constrained to be dimensional ly consistent with 

the collisional vlasov equations [14,18,19,20]. 

The essential problem in semienpirical transport modeling is to pick the 

smallest set of dimensionlesa scaling parameters which can reasonably be 
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expected to reflect the underlying transport physics [13]. We posit that the 

smallest such set contains the plasma J3, the collisionality, the ratio pr/c 

of the gyroradius to a Locally determined size parameter, the safety factor q, 

the inverse aspect ratio e, a measure X p = {r/p)dp/dr of the pressure 

gradients which drive kinetic ballooning, the magnetic shear which acta 

primarily to stabilize the pressure-driven modes i12], a measure \ = 

(r/n)dn/dr of the density gradients which are particularly important for 

driving microinstabilities at low p, and a measure X ^ = (r/Te)dTe/dr of the 

temperature gradients which affect the stability [12]. Note that the 

transport is assumed to be independent of the ratio ^nebve^ °^ t ^ e D e ^ v e 

length to size; this assumption provides an invaluable dimensional constraint 

on xe(r) [18,19). 

We start the construction of our thermal diffusivity with a density-

gradient driven term, x n' which dominates energy confinement in low-p plasmas, 

where the pressure gradient is small. Using the estimate x~ = r2/x_, this 

terra is constrained to have the same parameter scaling as the pfeiffer-Walta 

scaling for electron energy confinement [20]. For the unknown temperature 

dependence in this ohmic confinement scaling [20], we assume a favorable 

confinement scaling with temperature, x a * T~ , as perhaps suggested by early 

studies of the radial dependence of Xe i-n ohmic discharges [21 ]. This x n term 

is only important to H-mode studies in the outer half of the discharge, where 

the usual negative temperature gradient may be stabilizing [10]. This simple 

model therefore has larger values of |\ T e| stabilizing xn> which is adequate 

for the studies at hand. 

We also add a pressure-grudient driven, shear-stabilized diffusivity X a u x 

[12]. TJsing the estimate t E «= r 2 / X a u x r t h i s term is constrained by the 

scaling of global energy confinement data for T_ for beam-heated L-mode 
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tokamaks as presented at the 1982 IAEA meeting in Baltimore [1,23-25]. The 

two sawteeth which occur in the ASDEX L-phase of beam heating are treated with 

a model which flattens profiles and conserves helical flux [22]. For the high 

frequency of sawteeth in the ohmic phase thi3 is numerically inconvenient and 

unnecessary, so particle and electron thermal diffusivities are instead 

continuously enhanced in3ide the q ~ 1 surface. (In the beam-heated plasmas, 

the enhancement used here for q £. 1 is very small and serves here only to 

avoid a numerical singularity on axis.) 

Thus, the scaling exponents of all but the profile factors \ x = 

(r/X)dx/dr and X a u x ( E ' a c a determined by previous dimensionally constrained 

observations of OH and beam-heated plasmas. But only the signs of the scaling 

exponents of the profile factors are so determined, here by theoretical 

considerations described above. We also had some freedom in choosing the v a 

T~ 1/ 2 scaling exponent for the tern dominant during ohmic heating. It is 

therefore not surprising that such a model has the flexibility to reproduce 

both the observed profile shapes and degradation of confinement between 0H-

and L-itiode plasmas observed in the ASDEX example discussed below. It is not 

immediately obvious that such a model can reproduce the confinement observed 

in the ASDEX and PDX H-modea. To see how such a model can succeed in doing 

this, we now describe a specific model used to fit PDX and ASDEX discharges. 

We start with the specific scrape-off plasma model used and then proceed to 

give the precise parameters used to define the radial transport coefficients. 

3. DIVERTOR PLUGGING AND RECYCLING 

A major problem in transport simulation of divertors is to find a 

computationally practical model in which the plasma responds in a physically 

reasonable manner to changes in divertor plugging [7]• we now describe the 
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dominant physical processes in the plasma scrapeoff and how we constructed a 

simple model of them. Changes in the divertor plasma affect both loss of 

plasma along magnetic flux surfaces and recycling of neutrals. In particular, 

ionization dilutes the plasma momentum influx and slows the flow of plasma 

along magnetic field lines from the main plasma chamber. This effect is 

included in our transport simulations using poloidally averaged sink terms 

-n a/x. for the ion densities, n a, in the main chamber scrapeoff. Here x = 

Mvs/Lj , v g and L. are the sound speed and parallel connection length defined 

in the Appendix, and H is the Mach number for flow along field lines from the 

main plasma chamber. This parallel Mach number can be related to the fraction 

a of the recycling neutrals which are ionized in the divertor throat. A 

simple analysis of the continuity equations along open field lines 

[7,15] gives M = [ (a/2) ( T e / T d i v ) 1 / 2 ] . Here a = 1 - (1 - f l e a k)[1 - exp(-

Ldi„/Vj?Fp) ] is the fraction of recycling neutrals ionized in the divertor 

chamber (i.e., the "plugging fraction"). The neutral mean-free path is Xjj|fD = 

v g/fn d i v<<JV> d£ v) where v Q = £(2E 0/m 0) 1' , and m Q is the mean neutral mass. 

Iy^ v is the approximate neutral path length from the divertor plate to the 

main plasma chamber, £ is a geometric factor to account for the zig-zag 

neutral trajectory through the divertor throat, E is a neutral energy (set to 

a constant value near the density-weighted volume average divertor temperature 

<T^^ v> n), and fleak i-3 ^ ^ fraction of neutrals which enter the main plasma 

without passing through the divertor throat. The parameters L^v = 40 cm, 5 = 

0.5, and f^ak = 0.05 are roughly estimated from the divertor geometries and 

kept constant in each simulation, and the plugging fraction and parallel Mach 

number evolve in response to changing plasma conditions. The divertor density 

evolves according to the approximate pressure balance along the magnetic field 

lines, n ( J i v(r,t) =• n eT e/(2T d i v) where n e and T e are the midplane electron 
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density and temperature computed by evolving the one-dimensional radial 

transport equations described above. We compute T d i v ( j . / t ) f r o m t h e parallel 

energy balance, as described in the Appendix. The total electron impact 

ionization rate coefficient <av>^v, was computed from T<j^v using the formula 

of Freeman and Jones [27]. There was also a loss of electron and ion energy 

from the midplane scrapeoff by flow along magnetic field lines to the divertor 

chamber, as described in the Appendix. This and the above-mentioned particle 

losses represent the only direct effects of the computed divertor parameters 

^ndiv a n d Tdiv' i n o u r m o c* e 1' However, the computed temporal evolution of 

T d i is a useful diagnostic which can be conceptually related to changes in 

recycling at the divertor plate [28,29]. 

The action of the divertor model in our simulations was as follows. With 

the high divertor pressure at the H-mode transition in the ASDEX simulations 

detailed below, the transition gave a reduction in the particle outflux, as 

postulated elsewhere [6]. An increase in the divertor throat opacity also 

contributed to maintenance of good confinement by blocking particle outflow 

along open field lines and flattening the electron density profile, with the 

lower divertor pressure in the PDX simulation, formation oE the H-mode was 

instead driven largely by changes in electron density profiles reproduced by a 

modest increase in the neutral gas density. This would be consistent with an 

increase in divertor recycling, as in an earlier speculation [8]. a synthesis 

of previous viewpoints (cf. [6,8]) on the role of the scrapeoff in the H-mode 

transition has thus been approached in our modeling. 

4. MODELING PARAMETERS 

A complete description of the H-mode transition evidently requires a 

detailed understanding of the poloidally asymmetric flows of plasma and 
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neutral gas in the dlvertor and main plasma chamber*. Complete computational 
models of these flows have yet to be fully extended to this complicated 
geometry. Nevertheless, insight can he gained by using the following model of 
the poloidally averaged plasma flows. 

4.1 Electron thermal diffusion coefficients 
The standard formulation used here for the electron thermal diffusivity 

was 

X = X + X • (7) 
*e *aux *0H 

Expressed with convenient dimensional variables, the thermal diffusivities 

1.0 n -0.2 0.4 a - 2 . 0 „ 2 .2 „ \ \ \ \ \ \ -2 
3(§r) d ? lh) ({-) (*r5) to^r) Tfe f-ofe) - (3> 6 * 10 

*0H = *n + V , 9 ) 

where 

|X. I 1/2 \ \ * \ - 1 / 2 

xq = x0 q" 1 0 (e/o.14)" 1' 1 , (n : 

and 
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, n -0.9 -1.0 1.9 T „ -0.9 -0.4 0.8 Z „ -0.5 -0.5 
*o = -°3(nf) ^ fe) tijcf:) ty W-(-g§> .J 

(12) 

(Here p = "iT^ <• n eT e» e = r/R, and r is average minor radius of a magnetic 

flux surface. The normalization constants p» = 4.3 x 10 keV/cm', n» = 2.2 x 

10 1 3cm~ 3, r* = 20 cm, B* = 1.7 T, and T* = 1.1 keV, and the denominators of 

the above ?i factors are typica' parameter values, e.g., for the low 

confinement phase (L-mode) at r = 20 cm of the PDX discharge discussed in 

detail below. (Gaussian units are used except in the formulas which include 

these normalization parameters.) Singularities on axis are avoided by adding 

the fractional width of the innermost computational zone to form \\t,e\ - Î Tgl 

+• 0.06. x e i-3 also limited to be no greater than about Bohm diffusion near 

the scrapeoff, as described in the Appendix. 

This model produces improved confinement at higher pressure in the H-

mode, despite the fact that the pressure-driven term dominates the inner 

plt-sma in L-mode discharges in the model. There are two reasons for this. 

First, the X Q H ™ n~°" 9T~ 0* 5 scaling allows good edge confinement at high edge 

density and temperature, thereby reinforcing the H-mode at high edge 

pressures. The high-density contribution to this effect is very pronounced in 

the PDx simulation described below. (Note the sensitive dependence of edge 

confinement on the X 0 H t e r m » Seep fueling and/or edge cooling should reduce 

n g and/or T e (8] and tend to "flip" the model back into the L-mode.) Second, 

there is a small stabilized region of high shear near the separatrix. 

Broadening the pressure profiles allows a large pressure gradient to oucur in 

this shear-stabilized region. 
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4.2. Other simulation parameters 

The standard energy transport equations used XJ "• 3x£ H where Xi H ;a the 

formula of Chang and Hinton [15,31,32] scaled with Z e f f as described in the 

Appendix, classical electron-ion coulomb energy interchange, ohraic electron 

heating, a multigroup Fokker-Planck model of heating by neutral beams, and 

(for FOX) coronal equilibrium radiation from oxygen and iron impurities 

[15,33]. The radial fluxes of oxygen, iron, hydrogen, and/or deuterijm were 

given by 

an 
r = -D —A - n v , 
a a or a a 

where D a = 0.2xe« The impurity pinch included neoclassical bulk fricticnal 

drag effects [15] and an anomalous pinch v a - -1.2 D a3An e/dr r compatible with 

recent theory and measurements of transport rates during impurity injection 

experiments [3,34,35]. Our standard model uses only the Ware pinch for 

hydrogen isotopes [15]. This is adequate, with our other transport 

coefficients, to reproduce the density rise observed by Strachan et al. on PLT 

[36]. 

5. PDX 

—5.1 Forced constraints on the simulation 

The PDX discharge had major radius K = 140 cm, separatrix mean minor 

radius r = 40 ± 1.5 cm [91, and toroidal magnetic field B = 17 kG. The 

toroidal plasma current is shown for the PDX case in Fig. 3. This current vas 

used to determine the outer boundary condition on the poloidal flux equation, 

Eq. <3>. 

Feedback control of a neutral gas influx at vQ = 0.5 (2E 0/m 0) 1' was used 
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in the simulation to mat^h the observed 1-ne-integral electron density. Monte 

Carlo neutrals were initially launched radially inwards onto a gimple circular 

cylindrical plasma, ao the resemblance tr the actual divertor configuration is 

only heuristic, as noted above. Aa in the divertor chamber model described 

above, we chose E 0 to be a constant typical of the divertor temperature {8 eV, 

except for the pretran3ition PDX plasma, where <T,}iv>n » E Q = 60 eV, cf. 

below). Note the important factor of 5 » 0.5 in this version of v 0 to account 

for the expanded magnetic geometry near the x-polnt where most neutrals enter 

the core plasma. 

The evolution of the line-average density is shown in Fig. 3. In the 

experiment, this was achieved using a constant gas puffing rate of 20-30 torr-

liters D, per second. To match the rapid increase in line-average density at 

the H-mode transition for this PDX case required an abrupt 3*/msec increase in 

the total neutral gas reflux rate (gas ouffing plus recycling) in the 

simulation. It is interesting to note that divertor chamber temperature, 
< Tdiv >n estimated by the simulation as described above, abruptly decreased 

from 60 eV before the transition to 8 eV within less than 5 msec after the 

transition in the PDX simulation. Recent examinations of the energy 

dependence of particle reflection coefficients from a metal plate suggests a 

significant decrease in surface sticking may occur when the plasma temperature 

drops through a value roughly estimated to be in the range of 5-10 ev 

[29,30]. such a drop in the divertor temperature should therefore produce an 

increase in the total neutral gas reflux. These considerations suggest that 

we may have a qualitatively self-consistent picture of changes in plasma 

recycling for this particular H-mode transition, but they certainly do not 

rule out alternative explanations such as an abrupt improvement in particle 

confinement. 
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Ttie total influx of impurities was adjusted to match approximately the 

evolution of E^fj measured by observations of visible Bremsstrahlung, as shown 

in Fig. 4. impurity radiation accounts for a maximum of 0*1 MW of the 

simulated bolometer signal (compared to data in Pig. 5); the remainder of the 

bolometer signal in the simulation is due to neutral particle outfiux. 

2.2 MW of D Q was injected into a D + plasma at a mean tangency major 

radius Bfc a n g = 34 cm from t = 0.3 s to t = 0.6 s (with 1.9 MW at 44 kev, 0.3 

MW at 22 kev, and 0.1 WW at 15 keV). Fishbone events produced an 

approximately constant time averaged fractional neutron production loss of 

about 15% in the L-itiode phase, with the loss dropping to a much smaller value 

in the H-phase, as shown in Fig. 6. This fast ion loss was neglected in our 

baseline simulation. Including this loss had almost negligible effect on the 

simulation, as discussed below in Sec. 5.2. 

15.2 Results 

The above model reproduced the flux surface averages o£ n , T e, central 

T^, P T, and A = f3p + J^/2 within the absolute calibration and shot-to-shot 

variation of the experimental data, as illustrated in Figs. 7-10. Of 

particular interest is the simulated increase of density and temperature 

through most of the plasma in the H-raode. There are, however, two possible 

discrepancies which lie within the absolute calibration limits, but which are 

nevertheless discernable from the relative change in the temporal evolution of 

channels shown in Fig. 9. In particular, the simulated drop in central ion 

temperature around t = 0.45 s is comparable to uncertainties in the 

concomitant 36% increase in n^/ne, dependent on the mix of heavy and light 

impurities in the discharge. We therefore do not know the ion density well 

enough to simulate the ion temperature around t = 0.45 s to better than this 
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accuracy. 

ft more interesting problem is that the simulation underestimates the L + 

H rise in T at R = 176 cm. Individual variation of almost all the adjustable 

parameters in our model has failed to reproduce this T e rise. It would be 

tempting to conclude that this implies an abrupt change in the thermal 

conduction mechanism at this radius. Without calibration of temperature, 

density, and fueling profiles to much better than this accuracy, further 

progress on this problem is impractical. 

The above uncertainties about peripheral plasma transport are not 

necessarily critical for the global confinement transition simulated for 

PDX. To demonstrate this point, we made significant alterations in the edne 

plasma transport model and yet found the core plasma parameters were only 

slightly affected. In particular, we performed a simulation with an ad hoc 

decrease from the nominal value 6 * 10 3 of the leading coefficient (cn) in the 

edge-dominant term, x . This change gave d£nTe/dJtncn = -0.38 at R = 176 cm 

and t = 0.6 s, but a much smaller dJtn<0T>/dJlncn = -0.03 (where <pT> is the 

volume average toroidal fl) • This result demonstrates that the global 

confinement transition is not necessarily dependent on exact details of the 

edge profiles (provided the edge is opaque to neutrals, cf. below) . That 

global confinement is not a simple function of edge temperature is also 

supported by statistical studies of the edge temperature in PDX L + H 

transitions (9] which show H-mode transitions at various values of edge T e-

This conclusion is also consistent with transport analysis [17] results which 

show a decrease in %. throughout the q > 1 region of the plasma as a result of 

the L •*• H transition, not just at the plasma edge [31. 

Two other peculiarities of the PDX simulation are worth comment before 

proceeding to the ASDEX case. First, the fishbone-induced loss of injected 
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fast ions mentioned above seems not to be a significant factor in the 

transition, with a 15% fishbone reduction of.the 44 kev injection power from 

fc = 413 ms to 534 ma (cf. Fig. 6), the simulated L-mode <f3T> is lower by only 

one part in 20, as shown by the lower smooth solid curve in Pig. 10. {This 

cHoes not preclude the possibility of fishbone effects on transport of 

thermalized plasma.) 

Second and more interesting, the rapid density rise in our PDX simulation 

produces a significant drop in the estimated diver tor temperature (an effect 

sometimes also observed with divertor chamber probes near the separatrix on 

PDX). There is likely to be some concomitant rapid change in divertor 

recycling. However, this change may not exactly correspond to the 60 + 8 eV 

reduction of incoming neutral velocity at the L + H transition in our baseline 

PDX simulation. We therefore tried an additional simulation with a constant 

E 0 = 8 eV for recycling neutrals instead of E 0 =" <T(j^v>n as in the standard 

stimulation. An L •* H transition wa3 still obtained in this case. But the 

pretransition <f3m> was much larger than in the standard simulation, as shown 

in Fig. 10. This remarkable sensitivity to changing fueling and density 

profiles is one of the major results of our modeling. This result suggests 

that further study of such discharges should concentrate on obtaining accurate 

fueling and density profiles. 

5.3. Global Energy Confinement 

The most fundamental measure of the energy confinement transition is the 

evolution of stored energy in the plasma. In Fig. 10, we compare measurements 

of flT (from the diamagnetic loops) and A = p + 1^/2 (from the equilibrium 

field) to the corresponding values computed [37] from the simulations (smooth 

solid curves). TSiese comparisons clearly show an increase in the rise of 
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plasma stored energy well into the beam-heating portion of the discharge at 

the L->H transition. This increase in stored energy occurred much later than a 

global energy confinement time for the L-mode phase, which was 22 ms at t • 

0.52 s in the PDX simulation (and increased to 39 na at t = 0.60 s in the H-

mode phase). This is the essential feature of interest in these simulations 

(cf. Sec. 7). 

6. ASDEX 

We have also modeled a well-documented ASDEX H-mode discharge, with the 

following machine parameters: S = 164 cm, r s e p = 40 ± 1 cm, B = 22 fcG, and 

2.9 MW of H° + D + starting at t = 1.106 s (with half at tangency major radius 

R t = 130 cm and half at R t a n g = 150 cm, and 1.6 MW at 40 keV, 0.8 MW at 20 

keV, and 0.5 MW at 13 keV). The toroidal current was established at a 

constant value of 375 kA before t = 1.0 s and kept constant through the beam 

injection phase of the discharge. Unlike the PDX discharge described above, 

the midplane line-average density showed a smaller rise after the H-mode 

transition, as shown in Fig. 11. The timing of the H-mode transition is 

indicated by a sawtooth-induced small drop in n e and a decline in the divertor 

H a emission as indicated in Fig. 11. Similar discharges in this series have a 

sawtooth at the L •*• H transition with a drop of 0.20 keV in the central 

electron temperature, as in the simulation. An earlier sawtooth of much 

smaller amplitude is observed about 23 ms before the transition in similar 

discharges and is also explicitly included in the simulation. 

6.1. Results 

The simulated and measured density profiles are shown for the 0H-, L-, 

and H-mode phases of the ASDEX case in Pig. 12. The Thomson scattering data 

may suggest slightly broader profiles than those calculated in the simulation 
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in the L- and H-modes. However, the lower interferometer trace in Fig. 11 

suggests more peaked density profiles than in the simulation. The simulated 

density profiles therefore may lie within the bounds of experimental error. 

The electron temperature profiles generally lie within the experimental 

uncertainty of the cyclotron emission and Thomson scattering measurements as 

is evident in Fig. 13. In both the expe iraent and simulation, the increase in 

P T and A, shown in Fig. 14, are more continuous than in the PDX case. 

7. DISCUSSION 

7.1. Factors controlling confinement 

To illustrate where the pressure and density-gradient-driven 

contributions to our n iel have their effects, we have plotted in Pig. 15 

contributions to the thermal diffusivities for the discharges described 

above. The decrease in global energy confinement between OH- and L-modes in 

this model results from two causes. First, there is an outward shift of the 

heating profiles (the half-width of the heating profile shifting outward by 

50% ir. PDX upon application of bean heating). Second, there is the additional 

pressure-gradient-driven contribution in the beam-heated plasma (cf. Fig. 15). 

The good energy confinement, which occurs after the L + H-mode 

transition, is allowed to be obtained in our model by suppression of the 

dominant X Q H contribution in the outer part of the plasma due to the increase 

in edge n e in PDX, as illustrated in Fig. 15a, Also, there is a relatively 

small increase in the X a u x contribution despite the higher absolute pressure. 

7.2 Time scale for the L-»H transition 

The type of transport models proposed in this paper have transport 

coefficients which are smooth functions of local plasma parameters. In such 
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models, changes in local plasma parameters can occur on the local time scales 

for fueling, heating, and poloidal flux diffusion. We hypothesize that some 

such model can describe all pla3ma properties not directly correlated with 

large scale MHD activity. If this hypothesis is correct, then faster jumps in 

T p associated with H-mode formation should always be partly due to MHD 

activity, an exhaustive analysis of whether or not this hypothesis is true is 

not available. in particular, it is known that H_ discontinuities occur in 

the absence of significant core-plasma temperature oscillations; but this 

observation alone does not answer the question of whether the larger 

temperature jumps and/or the rapidity of changes in plasma confinement may be 

partly due to changes in observable MHD activity or changes in magnetic island 

structures. All that is presently known is that MHD activity can affect the 

time scale for formation of the H-mode, particularly in sawtooth discharges. 

The rapid broadening of density and temperature profiles following a sawtooth 

can throw the discharge into the H-mode in 0.3 Tisec or less, as illustrated 

previously in a simpler simulation model [8]. However, that the H-mode has 

been achieved is clear from electron cyclotron measurements only after 2-3 

msec beyond the sawtooth which induces the H-mode, as indicated by failure of 

T e to decline at r • 30 cm. In the absence of fishbone and sawtooth 

oscillations, the transition requires 2-3 msec, which is the time scale for 

fueling and thermal inertia in the outer 10 cm of the core plasma in our PDX 

simulation. All of the above comments are compatible with the idea that the 

transition merely involves a gradual (2-3 msec) broadening of the profiles in 

this region, accompanied by changes in the scrapeoff and followed by changes 

deeper in the core plasma. 
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7.3 Comparison with empirical transport model results 

There may also be some insight to be gained by comparing the transport 

coefficients in our model to those deduced from other local energy transport 

analyses of PDX and ASDEX, since these analyses should contain additional 

information on radial variations—information not directly included in the 

global energy confinement scalings used to constrain our thermal 

diffusivities. A comparison has been made with the x e from the TRANSP code 

[17], deduced by starting from the observational data and inverting Eq. (1) 

for the present PDX case [9]. This comparison showed a larger value of x e 

around r = 27 cm from TRANSP than in our simulations. Much of the difference 

is accounted for by the different methods used to estimate the poloidally 

averaged neutral density and the ion energy transport. 

We have also checked the x e computed from our Bqs. (7) to (12) for the 

beam-heated portion of a high-density H° •* D + L-mode discharge against that 

computed from the data analysis code, TRANSP. This high density case was 

chosen because the onset of H-mode confinement in our PDX simulation is due to 

suppression of the XQU term, which has a strong density dependence. It was 

found that the x^ computed in the "confinement region" at r = 25±10 cm from 

our formula was proportional to that from TRANSP and lay approximately within 

the error limits of the TRANSP analysis, and showed a strong radial rise in 

the outer half of the discharge. This poor peripheral confinement in our 

formula was due primarily to the low electron temperature tcf. Eg.. (12) 

above]• 

We have also made a qualitative comparison of the compatibility of our 

transport model with the conclusions drawn by Becker ^t al. [38] from 

simulation of L- and H-mode discharges from ASDEX. The model of Becker et al. 

replaced the ohraic transport coefficients by purely empirical enhancement 
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terras <X a u x and D a u x) turned on during various L- and H-mode regimes. The 

onset and disappearance of the enhanced losses were delayed with respect to 

turning on and off neutral beam heating. By way of comparison, the fixed 

semiempirical formula for % used in the present work leads to global 

confinement with similar dependence on heating power to that required by 

Becker et̂  al. Also, the full effect of our semiempirical X a u x should be 

delayed by the thermal inertia of the plasma after the onset of auxiliary 

heating and by beam slowing-down and plasma energy confinement after.'the 

termination of auxiliary heating. A remarkable feature of the empirical model 

of Becker et al. is the long duration of the additional losses in the L-mode, 

these losses being retained up to 0.1 sec after cessation of neutral beam 

injection. Evolution to broader current profiles would tend to reduce the 

shear stabilization term in our model and persist for a poloidal-current-

diffusion time after the cessation of beam heating, but it is not known 

whether this is sufficient to reproduce the delay effect noted by Becker et 

al. 

7.4 Comparison with simpler transport models 

The model proposed in Sec. 4.1 fits the experimental data satisfactorily 

and is based on theoretical concepts believed fundamental to a real 

understanding of microscopic plasma physics. However, several tests of this 

transport model show that certain features of the model are not necessary to 

simulate the PDX and ASDEX experiments presented here. These tests show that 

simpler models are adequate for predicting the plasma density and temperature 

profiles found in these experiments and that the evolution of the global 

energy confinement time from L- to H-mode is similar in all of the models. 

Four transport models have been compared in this study. Model 1 is the 
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baseline transport model of Sec. 4.1 and 4.2. The other models are 

simplifications of the formulas in the baseline model. The transport 

coefficients of Model 2 have no profile factors. Model 3 includes no X aux r 

D a u x , or v a u x terms. The transport coefficients of Model 4 have no Xaux' 
Daux' o r vaux a n d n a v e o n l v a 1/<«eTe1''2' v a r i a t i o n i n X n (cf. [43]) with D 

and v related to x a s E° r the baseline model in Sec. 4.2. All of these models 

have a strong radial dependence and a contribution to x^ proportional to 

1/(neTe )• The magnitudes of the transport coefficients in simpler models 

have been adjusted in the simpler models to agree roughly with those of the 

baseline model midway into the confinement region between q = 1 and q = 2. 

Figure 16 shows the temperature profiles for the PDX and ASDEX 

simulations for each of the models being tested as well as the experimental 

data points. It is clear that the data do not allow discrimination among the 

transport models. A modest increase in the magnitude of x e *-n M o <i el 2 would 

decrease the central temperature, but, in fact, the results predicted by this 

model are not very different from those predicted by the other models. The 

electron density profiles predicted by the simplified models also agree with 

the baseline model predictions within the experimental error. all of the 

models produce the broadened H-mode density profile for PDX. All produce 

model plasmas which evolve from ohmic to L-mode to H-mode in agreement with 

the ECE and Thomson scattering data on temperature and density within the 

experimental error. The agreement can be further improved by adjusting the 

overall magnitude of the transport coefficients. 

One significant measure of plasma energy confinement is the evolution of 

the stored energy in the plasma. BM.DOR calculates the total energy 

confinement time as the total stored energy divided by the total plasma energy 

transport flux across the separatrix. zr, Table 1 is shown the global energy 
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confinement time computed for the four transport models applied to the PDX and 

ASDEX experiments. Each model does predict an H-mode transition with H-mode 

confinement time about twice that of the L-mode confinement time for PDX. But 

none of these models, including the baseline model, simulates a large drop in 

•TOX energy confinement time when the plasma passes from OH to L in 

contradiction to the trend observed in PDX li.niter discharges at comparable 

current [44] and in "typical" PDX divertor discharges [9], The global energy 

confinement times from -he simulation of the ASDEX experiment for the 

transport models are also presented in Table 1. As for the PDX simulations, 

each model produces an increased confinement time at the L- to H-mode 

transition. The transport models without profile factor and with only the 

"ohmic" term show a drop in energy confinement time at the OH to L-mode 

transitions as does the baseline seraiempirical transport model in agreement 

with the ASDEX experiments. Model 4 does not ahow an OH to L transition in 

global energy confinement. These simplified transport models predict the same 

behavior of the global energy confinement time from L- to H-mode as the 

baseline transport model for both PDX and ASDEX. 

Thus while the experiments can be fit by the baseline transport model 

which includes much that might be attractive from its basis in theoretical 

plasma physics, it is important to emphasize that the agreement is largely 

modal independent. There is not enough evidence from these experiments to 

require profile factors in transport models, nor is it yet definite that a sum 

of several diffusivities is required to describe the ohmic, L-mode, and H-mode 

confinement regimes. When these models are tested against experiments at a 

wiier variety of plasma parameters, it may become possible to distinguish 

between these and other plasma transport models. 
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7.S Connection with theory 
Our baseline model was chosen on the haals of broad empirical and 

theoretical constraints In addition to fitting the two detailed data sets 
presented here. It is interesting to recast this model in terms of variables 
which include theoretically appropriate dimensionless variables. Derivative 
models such as xe °= nt Tg ' may actually be very complicated when cast in 
terms of such variables. Evidently, the description of derivative models as 
"simpler" refers only to the appearance of the formulas when cast in empirical 
variables? it is not meant to imply these models are simpler in the context of 
any particular theoretical model. We therefore concentrate here only on the 
baseline model. 

We choose the following dimensionless parameters appropriate to circular 
plasmas: an approximate ep = P t nq /e (where f3fcn is the local ratio of 
thermal plasma pressure to toroidal magnetic pressure), v e* = qRve/(e ' vthe^ 
(where v e = 4<27C)n e\*e 4/(3m e

1 / 2T e
3' / 2), X* = 24 - ln[nJ/2/T*(eV)] , and v t h e = 

(2Tfi/me)1'''2)r and 6 = pH/r (where p H = v^jj/Qjj = {ln^/m^)'' 2/[eB/(m Hc) ] is the 
proton toroidal gyroradius). Motivated by the theory of drift and kinetic 
ballooning modes, we express the dimensions of x e in terms of 

Bqs. (8) and (12) then become 

n ^ K-1 -1 / Q !0.6 0.3 1.3 0.9,, ni Tii°* 9f Tei 1' 0|> n, ,-2 X = 0.06 X„ 5 leB 1 V . e q [1 + — J [—) X U 
*aux AH *• l p ' e* ^ *• n T ' yT,' ' p 1 1 q 1 

e e i ^ 
(14) 
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X = 0.04 v 5°- 3(Ep ) - U \ „ 0 - V ' 7 q 1 - 9 ( l +^±)U\%U6

Z 0.25, ( ] i ) 
A o TI l p y a* ^ n T ' yT.' e f f 

r e e i 

This form of X a u x reflects the underlying physical motivation: turbulenca is 
presumably driven by unfavorable curvature dependant on Ep and |\n|» has a 
structure dependent on 6, and can be weakly affected by Cullisionality. Our 
expression for the x 0 contribution, dominant at low e|3_, exhibits the 
suppression of the drift mode branch expected at high ep [10]. Ais the other 
scalings seen in Eq. (15) are not raadily Interpretable, this simple power law 
[Eq. (12)] for x o must therefore be regarded as an empirical formula, which is 
one possible expression for the combined kinetic and fluid effects dominant at 
lOW EP p. 

Note the absence of <'lDebye''t* i n E < J S * * 1 4' a n d ' 1 5' f o r X a u x
 a n d "o" 

This absence is a reflection of the fact that the local transport coefficients 
obey the Kadoratsev-Connor-Taylor constraint for a col'isional high-p plasma 
[18,19]. Note also that the uncertainty in all of the scaling exponents is at 
least ±0.2. There is therefore considerable room for remolding the above 
model into a more theoretically acceptable form for testing against the data 
sets. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 
There are two major conclusions of this work. First, a seraiempirical 

model based on OH- and L-mode confinement scalings can reproduce the evolution 
of total stored energy in the H-mode as can several related models. No abrupt 
changes in plasma diffusivities are necessarily required at the L -* H 
transition to reproduce the global energy confinement transition. Second, the 
results from this model are remarkably sensitive to the energy of incoming 
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neutrals. Changing this energy in response to computed changes in the 

divertor temperature in the PDX case resulted in a significantly better fit to 

the evolution of the stored energy. These concepts and the data presented 

here should be useful in further studies of plasma transport in tokamaks• 
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APPENDIX: Computational Method 

Here we describe details in the scrape-off model and the core-plasma 

transport model used in this paper. 

The poloidally averaged acrape-off particle loss time was T„ = 

Mv /L. where v = [(T, + T-J/fî ] ' r "j is the mean ion mass, and L.. is the 

half-length of an "open" magnetic field line. We estimated L. - 2 x 10 cm at 

r = 40.4 ± 0.4 cm and L. = 1.2 x 10 era for r > 40.8 cm. This local variation 

in L„ reflects the logarithmic singularity in q(r) near the separatrix 

location r = r = 40 cm. Differences between the PDSt and &SDEX magnetic 

geometry were ignored for simplicity, since these differences are smaller than 

the uncertainty in the model used to describe the scrapeoff. The magnetic 

shear is corrected for this singularity using an approximate fit to MHD 

equilibrium calculations, |\_| = (r/q c y l) dq c v l/dr + 0.1/[0.01 + |<JCyi -

q^ ,{r )|] where q c vi is the safety factor computed with our equivalent 

circle model. The other small effects of this singularity were neglected. 

The divertor temperature, T d i v , was computed from the energy balance 

along magnetic field lines, 

Q*. - ».. - 5r.. T,. + q„ , U1) 
div div, div div lie 

where Q^^v = 2(\ i + ^e'*divTdiv relates the heat flux lost through the sheath 

to specified effective sheath constants \^ = 1 and \ e = 3 [7,26], W d i v = 

ar^yE is the radiative energy loss in the divertor throat, r^v = 

n^i v(2T <3^ v/m i) 1' 2 is the sonic flow particle flux density to the divertor 

plate, a is the divertor reionization fraction defined in Sec. 2, E = -60 eV 

is the energy loss per ionization, T-, = r d i v O - a) relates the electron 

particle flux density T 1 from the main chamber to that at the divertor plate, 
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q„ = min[n T t. [T -TV,. }, K, (T - T,, )/L„ 1 , (A2) 
^Ue L e the1 e divJ «ev e div" IIJ 

is the flux-limited electron energy flow from the main plasma chamber, v t l l e = 

(2T d i v/m e) 1' 1' 2 is the electron thermal velocity, and < . e ( 3
e f f ' T

b ) the parallel 

electron thermal conduction coefficient evaluated at T^y, To compute the 

parallel energy losse3 for the scrapeoff in Eq. (1) we take Q e = q ( e + 2.9 

1^(3/2) T e and Q± = (3/2)(ni/ne) IV, T^. 

A rough scaling of neoclassical ion heat conduction with Z g f f was 

accomplished by setting x ™ = 2 Xg H w i t h t h e s u m o v e r a 1 1 thermal plasma 

ions. Here 

CH _ ̂ a 1/2 K 2 < V * a } CH 
Xa " n±

 Zeff a KjCv^) *H ' 

where x$JH and K 2<v* H) are the formulas of Chang and Hinton for a proton plasma 

and K 2Cv* a) is computed from the formula for K 2 ° f Chang and Hinton with the 

substitution v„ H + v*a = <Z 2> a
 V* H. Here Z e f f = £ n a <2 2> a/n e, R a ia the 

atomic mass of species a, and <Z2> is the coronal equilibrium mean square 

charge of 3pecies a. 

A limit on the particle and electron thermal diffusion coefficients was 

set using the transformations 

" * r. \ • ( a 3 > 
a D + 2D„ 

a B 

X- + 

2 X eX B 

e L + n D ' 
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where D B = cTe/(16eB) and Xg * 1 , 5 D B * Impurities were added to PDX by 

launching neutrals inward from the separatri:- with an energy of 50 eV and 

conputing ionization with the appropriate cros3 section. For each oxygen and 

ion ionization there was a local electron energy loss of 3 keV and 5 keV, 

respectively. The anomalous impurity pinch wa3 omitted in the scrapeoff. The 

Xf, terms were also omitted from D a when computing the anomalous velocity v a » 

-Da3Anne/ar to avoid excess pinching on axis. The thermal friction terra in 

the neoc] ical impurity transport is subject to considerable theoretical 

uncertain! . Following Rogister £t al. [35] the thermal friction was 

therefore omitted. To give a reasonable minimum of Z ejj » 1.2 without 

detailed transport modeling of the negligible impurity levels in ASDEX and the 

ohmic phase of PDX, 0.67% carbon was included uniformly without associated 

radiative losses. 

The fast ion contribution to the toroidal current was computed in a 

cylindrical model of fast ion deceleration. Corrections for electron drag on 

the beam-driven current in ASDEX included neoclassical effects [15,39]. The 

maximum net beam-driven current in ASDEX was 89 kA, at t = 1.18 s. For th« 

perpendicular injection geometry in PDX, the beam-driven current is negligible 

and was neglected. The bootstrap current is of uncertain magnitude and was 

also neglected. 

For PDX, the toroidal current was initiated at t = 0.15 s at 200 kA with 

current density J « T~ 3/ 2 , using T e = 0.328 [1 - (r/50 c m ) 3 , 2 ] 2 - 2 keV. The 

current was ramped to 250 kA at t = 0.22 s and thereafter as in Fig. 3. For 

ASDEX, we ramped the current up to 375 kA as for PDX and then lat the profile 

relax to an ohmic equilibrium for 0.4 s and the density profile relax at n = 

4.1 x 10 1 3cm~ 3 for 0.2 s before commencing beam injection. The ASDEX 

simulation had 10% hydrogen ions before injection, rising to 29% at t = 1,2 3 
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due to beam fueling. The absorbing wall at r = 50 era in PDX had to be moved 

to r = 45 cm in the ASDEX simulation to avoid numerical problems associated 
1 0 —^ 

with a simulated hydrogen ion density of n™ < 10 cm beyond c = 45 cm. 

The BALDUR input data files for the PDX and ASDEX simulations can be 

accessed through the U.S. NMFECC computer network in files HAT459 and HA3048, 

respectively in filem area 4121; adequate comments are included in these files 

to access BALDUR version baldp!9c-p17m-p09a and supporting files for 

reproducing or modifying these simulations. 
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TABLE 1. Confinement Times 

Model #1 #2 #3 #4 
Description Baseline No. \ Factors x0 Only X n " ne Te 

ASDEX - tgtmsec) 
time(3), mode 

1,10(OH) 75 57 S9 34 
1.15(L) 45 50 35 34 
1.2<H) 51 61 42 39 

PDX - Tgtmsec) 
time(s), mode 

0.29(OH) 18 18 11 10 
0.37(L) 16 20 10 13 
0.48CL) 18 23 14 16 
0.60(H) 39 43 35 31 

4^ 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIG. 1. Poloidal flux contours in the aingle-null PDX H-mode plasma, showing 

the approximate locations of the bolometers, divertor probe, divertor 

H„ chord, midplane interferometer, Thomson scattering, electron" 

cyclotron emission diagnostics, and spectroscopy. 

FIG. 2. Poloidal flux contours in the double-null ASDEX H-mode plasma showing 

interferometer chords, Thomson scattering, electron cyclotron 

emission, and charge-exchange geometry. 

FIG. 3. Kidplane line-average density n e = fn&dli/{BQ cm) from PDX shot 61650 

(digitized curve) and current from TRANSP code [14] Run 2302 (smooth 

curve labeled I J and from BALDUR code, simulation HA.T459 (smooth 

curve and straight line segments). Injected beam power ramping was 

simulated by stepping from 1.1 MM at t = 0.29 sec to 2.2 HW at t = 

0.31 sec. The experimental gas puffing rate was constant at 20-30 

torr-liters/sec (1.4-2.1 * 10 2 1 deuterons/sec) during neutral 

injection. 

FIG. 4. 3
eff from visible Bremsstrahlung (which measures a centrally weighted 
Zeff = ^zeff n e Te /^npTe ^ integrated across the midplane where 

Z e £ f = 2 n aZ^/n e) and from loop voltage measurements (assuming 

neoclassical resistivity; dashed curve) for PDX shots from the run 

date on which the profiles in Fig. 7b and Fig. 8b were taken (25 May 

1983, four days after PDX shot S1650), and Z eff from simulation 

(solid curve). 

FIG. 5. Bolometer signals averaged from PDX shots 61498, 61522, 61526, 61532, 

61533 (dashed curves [42]) compared to simulation (solid curves). 

Simulated bolometer signal includes thermal charge exchange, impurity 

radiation, and fast neutrals from charge exchange with circulating 
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beam ions, assuming 25% of the fast ions escape from the plasma and 

the remainder are redepoaited locally [391. (a) radially integrated 

profiles and (b) twice the lower half-plasma radiation from closed 

flux surfaces. 

FIG. 6. Neutron emission rate from PDX shot 61650 during neutral beam 

injection, showing effects of fishbone oscillations. 

FIG. 7. Electron density from simulation and Thomson scattering for (a) PDX 

shots 61643-61663 at t = 0.49 s (with L * H transitions at 0.50-0.34 

s), (b) PDX shots 61960-61973 at t = 0.48 s (with L •• H transitions 

at 0.47-0.48 s) and (c) PDX shots 61494, 61495, and 61499 (core 

plasma) and 61494-61516 (inset) at t = 0.58 s (with L -» H transitions 

at t = 0.52±0.05 s). Error bars indicate the variance of shot-to-

shot differences. The major radius is R = 140 + 4 ± r where the 

Shafranov shift, A = (3 + 5.6 P_)(1 - r 2 / r J c r ) , i a taken from the 

TRANSP code RUN 2302. Inset solid points with vertical crosses show 

data from the edge-plasma Thomson scattering system, with horizontal 

error bars comparable to the uncertainty in location of the 

separatrix from (a) PDX shots 61643-61663, (b) PDX shots 61960-

61973, (c) PDX shots 61494, 61495, and 61499 [core plasma) and 61494-

61516 [inset). 

FIG. 8. Electron temperature profiles from Thomson scattering versus major 

radius (vertical bars and crossed dots) and simulation (dashed lines) 

as in Fig. 7. Solid dots show data from electron cyclotron emission 

from Fig. 9. 

PIG. 9. Time evolution of electron temperature at various major radii, R, in 

PDX from electron cyclotron emission calibrated to TVTS in an ohraic 

discharge, versus simulation, and ion temperature from spectroscopic 
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measurements (averages from R = 142 cm and H = 152 cm). Error bars 

indicate shot-to-shot variance in Thomson scattering data from 

similar discharges. There is a random £ ± 25 eV uncertainty due to 

residual error after correcting for neutron heating of the detectors. 

FIG. 10. Measurements and simulation for g T and A = (5p + S.^/2 where J^ is the 

internal inductance. Simulation results (smooth curves) are 

corrected for beam ion anisotropy [37] in order to predict the same 

quantities measured by the diamagnetic loop {for f}_, calibrated to 

simulation at the solid dot) and equilibrium field (for A) and 

processed by the CAAN [40] analysis code (wiggly curves) for PDX shot 

61650. The lower solid curves show the effects of altering baseline 

simulation HAT336 with beam power reduced by fishbone losses as 

described in the text. The dashed smooth curve is for constant 

neutral energy as described in the text. 

FIG. 11. n e as in Fig. 3, and at 20 era above the midplane, for ASDEX shot 3475 

(upper digitized curves, showing a sawtooth event at the L+H 

transition) and from simulation HAS048 (smooth curves); H emission 

(cf. Fig. 2) in the divertor (lower digitized curve). Injected beam 

power ramping was simulated by stepping from 2.14 HW at t = 1.106 sec 

to 2.85 MW at t = 1.146 sec. 

FIG. 12. Electron density for ASDEX at (a) t = 1 s, during ohmic heating, (b) 

at t = 1.15 s, just before the H-mode transition, and (c) at t = 1.20 

g, 0.05 s after the H-mode transition (except that Fig. 7c shows data 

and simulation at t = 1.225 sec), with simulation (solid curve). The 

abscissa is the midplane half-width of flux surfaces with correction 

for the Shafranov shift from a plasma equilibrium calculation at each 

time point. Solid dots are from the YAG laser and open circles from 
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the ruby laser Thomson scattering with typical errors indicated by 

vertical lines. 

FIG. 13. Electron and ion temperatures For ASDEX as in Fig. 12. Open circles 

are T e from electron cyclotron emission, triangles are from the edge 

Thomson scattering system, small dots wii-h and without uncrossed 

vertical lines are from the core-plasma Thomson scattering system. 

Squares are the central ion temperature inferred from neutron 

emission (with two values plotted in Fig.14c representing error 

limits due to uncertainty in fractions of hydrogen and of nonthermal 

deuterons), and solid dots (with and without crossed vertical lines) 

are charge-exchange ion temperatures. Solid curves indicate electron 

temperatures and dashed curves ion temperatures from simulation. 

FIG. 14. 3 T and A, as in Fig. 10, from simulation (solid curves, corrected for 

beam anisotropy [37]) and from ftSDEX shot 3475 (dashed curves). 

FIG. 15. X a u xi density gradient contribution Xgg -° Xg> a n a final Bohm-limited 

X e versus minor radius for (a) PDX simulation HAT336 at t = 0.29 s 

(OH), t - Q.49 s (L) and t = 0.60 s (H), aud <b) ASDEX simulation 

HAT049 at t = 1.10 s (OH), t = 1.15 s (L), and t = 1.20 s (H>. 

FIG. 16. Simulated T e profiles versus data as in Figa. 8 and 13 with transport 

models described in Table 1. 
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